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CompleteProductDescription = ?  Pre-assembled frame for quick build-up  
?       Accepts fabric and/or hard panel infills  
?       Toolless, lightweight, durable, and reconfigurable  
?       Build up to 20? height  
?       Integrates seamlessly with lightboxes and LED video walls   
?       Velcro is integrated into the design of the frame   
 
NewAndInnovative = ?    Aluvision designed a custom-made machine that allows for Velcro to be added 
to full profiles.    
?       Velcro is mechanically connected to the frame and cannot come loose from the profile.    
?       Saves time, makes production more effective and Velcro is cut perfectly at the ends with no 
overlap or gapping.    
 
PossibleApplications = ?        This allows Aluvision to manufacture our Omni 55 Pro frames on a faster 
turnaround, limiting the wait need to physically apply the Velcro in our warehouse. 
MarketNeed = ?  With the growing demand, we took it upon ourselves as a company to find ways that 
would both benefit our customers and Aluvision. We knew, that if we could reduce the production time 
in our warehouse, this would allow us to have the frames to our customers more quickly and eliminate 
the very tedious task of applying the Velcro. The Velcro is applied by the machine and locked into place 
with hooks along the sides, allowing for a stronger connection and a much more finished appearance.    
EndUserBenefits = ?     More effective for customer rental programs  
?       Reduces production time, which increases turnaround time on new orders  
?       Stronger Velcro connection and will last longer  
?       More finished appearance  
?       Higher quality product  
?       Velour Velcro is a more reliable connection   
 


